
Glossary of Angels

Orders and Choirs of Angels
1. Hayyot Ha-kodesh                  (Seraphim):  Angels 1-8
2. Auphanim, Ophanim            (Cherubim):   Angels 9-16
3. Erelim, Aralim                        (Thrones):   Angels 17-24
4. Hashmallim               (Dominations):   Angels 25-32
5. Seraphim                                 (Powers):   Angels 33-40
6. Malachim, Malakim              (Virtues):   Angels 41-48
7. Elohim                                     (Principalities):  Angels 49-56
8. Ben Elohim                  (Archangels):  Angels 57-64
9. Cherubim                                 (Angels):  Angels 65-72

DIVINITY

BLESSINGS

Kerub 67; "O THEOS MEGA ELEM" (rules over change)

BenEloh 59; "ASHER EHIYEH" (rules over agents of change)

Hayyot 08; "ELOHIM TZIDKENU" (serves to obtain God's blessing)

CLEANSING, PURIFICATION, REPENTANCE

Kerub 70; "ELOY BISH ALAM ESH ALAM" (protects those who desire to regenerate themselves)

Kerub 66; "RACHEL BISH ALAM" (serves to appease God's anger)

Elohim 52; "NA" (infuences all those who turn away from their mistaees by maeing a truly sincere return to God)

COURAGE

Elohim 50; "ESH" (gives inspiraton to those who are encumbered by many things, and do not 

enow how to taee decisions)

Aralim 18; "SHADDAI" (invoeed to obtain prompt assistance in the face of some adversity)

CREATIVITY

Seraph 40; "KAPU INON" (infuences artsts)

DIVINATION (DREAMS)

Kerub 66; "RACHEL BISH ALAM" (infuences dreams)

Malaeim 48; "HU" (those who turn to him will have will have presentments & secret inspiraton 

about all that will happen to them)

Malaeim 46; "TOU OUN" (invoeed to have revelatons; shows the object's of one's desires in dreams)

Hashmal 25; "ANAD AY" (gives revelatons in dreams)

Aralim 17; "IMA" (gives revelatons in dreams)

ENLIGHTENMENT & KNOWLEDGE

Kerub 67; "O THEOS MEGA ELEM" (serves to acquire wisdom)

Kerub 65; "ELOHIM KIM ELOHA ECHAD" (serves to obtain wisdom)

BenEloh 64; "SHADDAI O THEOS" (rules over the wise, teachers)



BenEloh 62; "HU" (serves to acquire wisdom; rules philosophers, enlightened ones)

Elohim 56; "ELOHE" (rules philosophy)

Elohim 53; "DAK KAPH PEH OLAM" (infuences teachers)

Elohim 52; "NA" (infuences all those who seee the truth of good faith)

Elohim 51; "BEKA HA-ARETZ ANASHIM" (serves to raise the soul to the contemplaton of divine 

things & to uncover the mysteries of wisdom)

Malaeim 47; "OUN" (rules over those who raise their spirit to the contemplaton of divine 

things)

Seraph 38; "ELION" (protects all those who seee truth)

Seraph 37; "EMET SUR" (inspires wise philosophers with their meditatons)

Seraph 36; "MALKUTH" (gives light to distant people who have received no news for a long tme)

Hashmal 31; "KETHER" (invoeed to have lights)

Hashmal 29; "ZIRUPH IM" (rules over all divine philosophy and meditaton)

Hashmal 27; "REGIAM" (rules over the propagaton of light)

Hashmal 26; "YARA PIM" (brings men to the contemplaton of divine things)

Hashmal 25; "ANAD AY" (serves to gain wisdom; infuences wise men who love peace and 

solitude; infuences those who seee truth)

Aralim 21; "ACHIM" (infuences the wise and philosophers)

Auphan 15; "MELEK" (infuences useful discoveries and new methodologies)

Auphan 12; "SHEMESH" (infuences wise, spiritual, and discreet persons)

Auphan 11; "ELOI" (infuences the wise)

Hayyot 07; "VAV" (infuences the propagaton of enowledge)

Hayyot 06; "HEH" (serves to acquire enowledge)

Hayyot 04; "TAU" (rules over useful discoveries)

Hayyot 01; "ASHER EHIYEH" (become illumined by the spirit of God)

GOOD-DOING & VIRTUOUS ACTS

BenEloh 60; "ARISTON" (rules over illustrious people who are distnguished by their talents & virtues)

Elohim 49; "TAUTON" (rules over those who raise themselves & distnguish themselves through 

their talents and virtues)

Malaeim 47; "OUN" (rules over men of probity)

Auphan 11; "ELOI" (infuences all those who become famous through their talent)

Hayyot 03; "MESSIAS" (rules magnanimity and great wores)

GOOD FORTUNE & SUCCESS

Kerub 71; "IESOUS YESHUA EM NISSI" (brings success in all things)

Kerub 65; "ELOHIM KIM ELOHA ECHAD" (serves to obtain success in useful enterprises)

Elohim 56; "ELOHE" (serves to obtain what one wants)

Elohim 56; "ELOHE" (rules fortune)

Malaeim 44; "SHADDAI" (invoeed to obtain success in a useful enterprise)

Hashmal 31; "KETHER" (invoeed for useful advantages in one's profession)

Aralim 22; "KAPU" (rules over fortune)

Hayyot 06; "HEH" (rules over fortune)

GRACE & PRAISE



BenEloh 64; "SHADDAI O THEOS" (grants prayers & wishes of those who hope in the mercy of God)

Elohim 54; "QAL BETH" (serves to obtain the mercy of God)

Elohim 50; "ESH" (serves to obtain God's mercy)

Elohim 49; "TAUTON" (serves to maee one enfamed towards God, to bless him & to glorify Him, 

when one is touched with admiraton)

Malaeim 47; "OUN" (serves to praise God & to rise towards Him when he sends us light)

Malaeim 46; "TOU OUN" (serves to thane God for the gifs He has sent us)

Seraph 39; "EK ELOI" (serves to obtain the mercy of God)

Aralim 24; "ISHAH" (serves to obtain grace and mercy from God)

Aralim 19; "IESOUS" (invoeed to obtain the grace of God)

Auphan 09; "VAV HEH" (serves to obtain God's mercy)

Hayyot 08; "ELOHIM TZIDKENU" (inspires man to raise himself towards God, to thane him for all 

the goods He sends to the earth)

MATHEMATICS & SCIENCES

Kerub 71; "IESOUS YESHUA EM NISSI" (rules over physics)

BenEloh 61; "PRIMEUMATON" (rules over astronomy & physics; infuences all those who 

distnguish themselves in these ields)

Elohim 51; "BEKA HA-ARETZ ANASHIM" (rules over physics)

Seraph 38; "ELION" (rules over sciences and the arts)

Aralim 21; "ACHIM" (rules over astronomy, mathematcs, geography, & all abstract sciences)

Auphan 15; "MELEK" (rules over the arts and sciences)

Hayyot 06; "HEH" (rules over sciences, arts)

Hayyot 05; "YAH" (rules over the liberal arts)

MEMORY

Aralim 19; "IESOUS" (governs memory, human intelligence)

PRIESTHOOD

BenEloh 63; "HA" (serves to convert natons to Christanity)

Elohim 55; "SALACH" (rules over morality & religion; infuences those who protect them with all 

their power & spread them by all possible means)

Elohim 53; "DAK KAPH PEH OLAM" (infuences religious men)

Malaeim 41; "ROSH" (rules over Christanity; infuences pious souls, prelates, ecclesiastcs, and all those related 

to priesthood; protects missionaries and all disciples of Christ, who announce the words of the Scripture to natons)

Seraph 38; "ELION" (rules over all religious cults, and above all those that relate to God)

Hashmal 29; "ZIRUPH IM" (rules over all religious sentment)

Aralim 20; "AB IM" (infuences religion, theology; infuences chastty and piety in those who 

vocaton is towards the ecclesiastcal state)

Hayyot 05; "YAH" (rules over theology)

SIN & TEMPTATION

Malaeim 41; "ROSH" (serves against the impious and enemies of religion)

Hashmal 29; "ZIRUPH IM" (serves against the impious and enemies of religion)

Aralim 20; "AB IM" (serves against enemies of religion)

Auphan 15; "MELEK" (against those who blaspheme against religion)



SOUNDNESS OF MIND (FOR PEACE & AGAINST MELANCHOLY)

Kerub 67; "O THEOS MEGA ELEM" (serves to receive consolaton in adversity)

BenEloh 62; "HU" (rules all those who wish to retre from the world)

BenEloh 60; "ARISTON" (serves to heal spiritual ills)

BenEloh 58; "ELOHIM TZEVAOT" (serves against chagrins)

Elohim 55; "SALACH" (good for obtaining consolaton)

Elohim 50; "ESH" (serves to receive consolaton)

Malaeim 45; "YOD VAV HEH" (lifs up all those who are humiliated and fallen)

Malaeim 43; "HACCHEREMATUS" (rules over peace)

Hashmal 30; "KETH" (serves against chagrin, despair; serves to have patence)

Aralim 17; "IMA" (serves against spiritual torment, sadness)

Hayyot 07; "VAV" (rules over patence)

Hayyot 05; "YAH" (to live in peace with all the world)

Hayyot 04; "TAU" (against spiritual torment)

________________________________________________________________________

ENEMIES

CONFUSION

Kerub 71; "ELIHU MAS HABAKKUK" (serves to confound the evil)

BenEloh 63; "HA" (serves to confound those who are its enemies)

BenEloh 58; "ELOHIM TZEVAOT" (confounds the evil)

Malaeim 45; "YOD VAV HEH" (serves to confound the evil and the haughty)

Hashmal 27; "REGIAM" (serves to confound the wiceed)

PROTECTION

Hashmal 27; "REGIAM" (protects from those who provoee us and unjustly atace us)

Auphan 12; "SHEMESH" (against adversaries)

RETALIATION (PUNISHMENT & RETALIATION)

Elohim 52; "NA" (good for destroying the power of enemies & to humiliate them)

Malaeim 43; "HACCHEREMATUS" (serves to destroy the enemy)

Seraph 33; "ADONAI" (serves to recognize traitors, to destroy their projects & their machinatons)

REPELLING

Kerub 71; "ELIHU MAS HABAKKUK" (serves to be delivered from all those who wish to oppress one)

BenEloh 60; "ARISTON" (serves to be delivered from those who persecute one)

Hashmal 29; "ZIRUPH IM" (serves to be delivered from enemies both visible and invisible)

Hashmal 27; "REGIAM" (serves to be delivered from our enemies; protects from those who 

provoee us and unjustly atace us)

Auphan 16; "ANIMASTICUM" (serves to be delivered from those who wish to oppress us)

Auphan 14; "EL AB EL BEN ET VERUACH HAKODESH EL" (delivers the oppressed)

SLANDER

BenEloh 58; "ELOHIM TZEVAOT" (confounds those who bear false witness)

Seraph 36; "MALKUTH" (serves against calumnies)

Hashmal 27; "REGIAM" (serves to confound slanders)



Aralim 21; "ACHIM" (serves against calumniators)

Auphan 16; "ANIMASTICUM" (against traitors)

Hayyot 04; "TAU" (to enow the names of traitors)

THEFT

Kerub 69; "MASHAL ELI" (serves to enow the person who has removed objects)

Seraph 36; "MALKUTH" (uncovers mislaid or disturbed belongings)

Aralim 24; "ISHAH" (protects against robbers)

VICTORY

Kerub 71; "ELIHU MAS HABAKKUK" (gives victory and peace)

BenEloh 57; "ELOHA" (rules over all those who ight in a just cause)

Malaeim 44; "SHADDAI" (gives victory)

Seraph 37; "EMET SUR" (serves to give victory)

Auphan 16; "ANIMASTICUM" (serves to obtain victory over the enemy; gives victory)

Auphan 11; "ELOI" (serves to obtain victory)

Hayyot 02; "IHVH" (to obtain victory over those who would atace you unjustly)

________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL PROTECTION

ANIMALS

Kerub 66; "RACHEL BISH ALAM" (rules over aquatc animals)

BenEloh 64; "SHADDAI O THEOS" (protects against rabies & ferocious animals)

Hashmal 30; "KETH" (rules over the animal eingdom)

Aralim 24; "ISHAH" (protects against harmful beasts)

Hayyot 03; "MESSIAS" (protects against ferocious beasts)

DANGER & HARM

BenEloh 64; "SHADDAI O THEOS" (good against adversites)

BenEloh 63; "HA" (protects against accidents)

Aralim 24; "ISHAH" (protects against assassins)

Hayyot 03; "MESSIAS" (against adversity)

DISASTERS & WEATHER

Hashmal 28; "AK ELOI" (serves against thunder; protects against ire)

Auphan 11; "ELOI" (serves against lightning)

GENERAL EVILS

Kerub 71; "ELIHU MAS HABAKKUK" (protects all those who have need of them)

Malaeim 48; "HU" (protects those who turn to him)

GENERAL TRAVEL

Kerub 65; "ELOHIM KIM ELOHA ECHAD" (infuences pilots and all those for wore in this line of commerce)

Elohim 52; "NA" (rules over travel in general)

Malaeim 42; "ACHIM" (serves to travel in safety)

Seraph 36; "MALKUTH" (brings exiles bace to their natve land)

Hashmal 26; "YARA PIM" (infuences secret expeditons)

Aralim 23; "ANASHIM" (serves to travel in safety)



Hayyot 04; "TAU" (rules over travel)

HOME

Kerub 67; "O THEOS MEGA ELEM" (rules over the preservaton of monuments)

Hashmal 28; "AK ELOI" (protects against ruined buildings)

Hashmal 27; "REGIAM" (rules over civilizaton)

MARITIME

Kerub 65; "ELOHIM KIM ELOHA ECHAD" (rules over maritme expeditons and constructon; 

infuences sailors, ishing, and all those for wore in this line of commerce)

Aralim 22; "KAPU" (infuences voyages, discoveries, and maritme expeditons; protects against shipwreces)

Hayyot 04; "TAU" (rules over maritme expeditons)

MILITARY

Kerub 71; "ELIHU MAS HABAKKUK" (infuences weapons, arsenals, fortresses, and all connected 

with the military genius)

BenEloh 58; "ELOHIM TZEVAOT" (infuences armourers, metal-woreers, cutlers)

Malaeim 44; "SHADDAI" (protects against arms)

Seraph 37; "EMET SUR" (serves to raise the seige of a town)

Aralim 23; "ANASHIM" (serves against arms)

Auphan 16; "ANIMASTICUM" (infuences arsenals, and all things connected with the genii of war)

Hayyot 03; "MESSIAS" (protects against arms)

________________________________________________________________________

HEALTH

EYE ISSUES

BenEloh 58; "ELOHIM TZEVAOT" (cures illnesses, principally problems with the eyes)

GENERAL HEALING

Kerub 71; "IESOUS YESHUA EM NISSI" (infuences health & longevity)

Kerub 68; "PARAKLETOS" (serves to preserve health)

BenEloh 63; "HA" (preserves health)

Seraph 39; "EK ELOI" (rules over health)

Hashmal 30; "KETH" (infuences doctors & surgeons)

Hashmal 28; "AK ELOI" (rules over health)

ILLNESS

Kerub 68; "PARAKLETOS" (serves to cure diseases)

BenEloh 63; "HA" (cures illnesses)

Seraph 39; "EK ELOI" (serves as a cure for maladies)

Hashmal 28; "AK ELOI" (serves against inirmites; protects against maladies, etc.)

Aralim 23; "ANASHIM" (rules principally those plants necessary to the cure of illnesses)

Auphan 10; "ELOHIM GIBOR" (rules against rabies and plague; infuences recovery from illnesses)

Hayyot 06; "HEH" (serves to cure illnesses)

LONGEVITY

Kerub 67; "O THEOS MEGA ELEM" (rules over long life)



Elohim 54; "QAL BETH" (serves to obtain long life)

Seraph 39; "EK ELOI" (rules over long life)

Hashmal 28; "AK ELOI" (rules over longevity of life)

PHARMACEUTICS

Kerub 71; "IESOUS YESHUA EM NISSI" (rules over chemistry and medicine)

Elohim 51; "BEKA HA-ARETZ ANASHIM" (rules over chemistry)

Hashmal 30; "KETH" (infuences chemists)

PREGNANCY

Kerub 70; "ELOY BISH ALAM ESH ALAM" (rules over the generaton of beings)

Kerub 68; "PARAKLETOS" (rules fertlity)

BenEloh 59; "ASHER EHIYEH" (serves against the sterility of women)

Elohim 55; "SALACH" (good for those who wish to have children)

Malaeim 48; "HU" (rules over the generaton of beings)

Hashmal 30; "KETH" (watches over the generaton of beings, in order to see species multply and

races perpetuated)

Hayyot 02; "IHVH" (rules over the generaton of all beings which exist in the animal realms)

SEIZURES & SPASMS

Kerub 66; "RACHEL BISH ALAM" (serves to cure epilepsy)

Hashmal 28; "AK ELOI" (protects against collapse)

SLEEP

Kerub 66; "RACHEL BISH ALAM" (infuences sleep)

Aralim 17; "IMA" (to sleep well at night)

________________________________________________________________________

LEGAL MATTERS

ARREST & IMPRISONMENT

BenEloh 57; "ELOHA" (serves to deliver prisoners)

Elohim 52; "NA" (protects prisoners who call upon him & inspires in them the means to obtain their liberty)

Malaeim 43; "HACCHEREMATUS" (serves for deliverance from slavery)

Seraph 36; "MALKUTH" (serves to deliver prisoners)

Hashmal 27; "REGIAM" (rules over liberty)

Aralim 24; "ISHAH" (rules over exiles, fugitve prisoners, and condemned prisoners; wores against the 

discovery of secret crimes, and those who commit them will escape justce provided they do not fall bace 

into the same criminal ways)

Auphan 10; "ELOHIM GIBOR" (good for those who have hidden crimes and fear discovery)

COURT

Kerub 69; "MASHAL ELI" (infuences jurisconsults, magistrates, atorneys, solicitors, & notaries)

Elohim 53; "DAK KAPH PEH OLAM" (infuences men of law & magistrates)

Elohim 50; "ESH" (rules over justce, counsels, atorneys, & magistrates in general)

Malaeim 47; "OUN" (rules over justce)

Malaeim 44; "SHADDAI" (good for getng the protecton of magistrates; good to win a lawsuit)

Hashmal 32; "AY ELOI" (invoeed for aid against those who atace us in the courts; 



rules over justce; infuences nobility, legal executves, magistrates, & atorneys)

Hashmal 26; "YARA PIM" (serves to win judgements and to render judges favorable; protects all 

those who seee truth)

Aralim 18; "SHADDAI" (allows enowledge of truth in proceedings; allows innocence to triumph; 

confounds the guilty and false testmony)

Auphan 14; "EL AB EL BEN ET VERUACH HAKODESH EL" (rules over justce, truth, and liberty; 

maees truth to be enown)

________________________________________________________________________

SOCIALIZATION

ACCEPTANCE & FAVORITISM

Kerub 69; "MASHAL ELI" (rules renown)

Elohim 56; "ELOHE" (rules fame)

Aralim 22; "KAPU" (rules over renown)

Auphan 11; "ELOI" (rules renown)

Hayyot 06; "HEH" (rules over renown)

AUTHORITY FIGURES

BenEloh 57; "ELOHA" (rules over great captains, admirals, & generals)

Elohim 54; "QAL BETH" (rules over emperors, eings, princes, and all civilian & ecclesiastcal dignitaries)

Elohim 49; "TAUTON" (rules over great people)

Malaeim 42; "ACHIM" (rules monarchs, princes, and nobles)

Seraph 34; "IMPRESSA DEUS" (rules over crowned heads, princes, & nobles)

Seraph 33; "ADONAI" (protects all Christan princes)

Hashmal 32; "AY ELOI" (invoeed to obtain the grace of those who have recourse to the clemency of eings)

Auphan 16; "ANIMASTICUM" (rules over crowned heads and great captains)

Auphan 11; "ELOI" (infuences great persons)

Auphan 09; "VAV HEH" (serves to obtain the friendship and favours of the great)

Hayyot 03; "MESSIAS" (rules nobility)

Hayyot 02; "IHVH" (rules over eings and princes)

FAMILY

BenEloh 59; "ASHER EHIYEH" (serves to maee children subservient and respectul towards their parents)

Malaeim 48; "HU" (serves to preserve peace & union between married couples; infuences conjugal idelity)

Seraph 39; "EK ELOI" (infuences paternal & ilial love, and the obeisance & respect of children 

for their parents)

Seraph 35; "TZEL" (supports peace and harmony in families)

Auphan 13; "ARBA O THEOS OTH" (rules conjugal idelity)

Hayyot 02; "IHVH" (re-establishes peace between spouses and maintains conjugal idelity)

LOVE & FRIENDSHIP

BenEloh 61; "PRIMEUMATON" (serves to obtain a person's friendship)

Malaeim  48; "HU" (infuences friendship)

Auphan 13; "ARBA O THEOS OTH" (rules friendship)



Auphan 09; "VAV HEH" (serves to obtain the executon of promises made by a person)

Hayyot 06; "HEH" (rules over love)

PERSUASION (AGAINST MISTRUST)

BenEloh 64; "SHADDAI O THEOS" (rules over orators)

BenEloh 60; "ARISTON" (infuences the idelity & obeisance of subordinates towards their superiors)

Elohim 54; "QAL BETH" (gives long & peaceful reign to princes who have recourse to him)

Malaeim 43; "HACCHEREMATUS" (affirms totering thrones and eingly power)

Malaeim 42; "ACHIM" (eeeps subjects subservient, uncovers conspiracies, & all those who seee 

to destroy their persons & governments)

Seraph 34; "IMPRESSA DEUS" (maintains harmony, understanding, & peace between them; 

infuences the obeisance of subjects to their princes)

Seraph 33; "ADONAI" (eeeps their subjects in obeisance)

Hashmal 26; "YARA PIM" (rules over politcians, diplomats, plenipotentaries, ambassadors; 

infuences couriers, communicatons, agents)

Aralim 22; "KAPU" (rules over diplomacy)

Auphan 16; "ANIMASTICUM" (warns of sediton)

Auphan 09; "VAV HEH" (rules over good faith)

Hayyot 02; "IHVH" (to calm popular sediton)

Hayyot 02; "IHVH" (eeeps their subjects obedient)

RECONCILIATION

Seraph 35; "TZEL" (invoeed to return favor with those whom one has ofended)

Hashmal 26; "YARA PIM" (rules over peace treates and dealings and all pacts in general)

Auphan 13; "ARBA O THEOS OTH" (rules reconciliaton)

Auphan 09; "VAV HEH" (rules over reconciliaton)

________________________________________________________________________

SORCERY

EXORCISM

Aralim 21; "ACHIM" (wores to destroy the power of evil spirits)

Hayyot 08; "ELOHIM TZIDKENU" (serves to chase away evil spirits)

OCCULT KNOWLEDGE

Kerub 67; "O THEOS MEGA ELEM" (infuences the occult sciences; reveals truth to those who 

have recourse to him in their wores)

Elohim 53; "DAK KAPH PEH OLAM" (rules over the high sciences)

Hashmal 25; "ANAD AY" (serves to discover the truth of hidden secrets; rules over all occult 

sciences)

Hashmal 25; "ANAD AY" (infuences those who practce the magic of the sages, which is that of God)

Aralim 17; "IMA" (rules over high sciences, marvelous discoveries)

Auphan 12; "SHEMESH" (reveals hidden mysteries to mortals)

Hayyot 05; "YAH" (rules over the high sciences, occult philosophy)

NATURAL MAGIC & SPIRITWORK

Kerub 70; "ELOY BISH ALAM ESH ALAM" (rules over the phenomena of Nature)



Kerub 65; "ELOHIM KIM ELOHA ECHAD" (rules over seas, rivers, and springs)

BenEloh 58; "ELOHIM TZEVAOT" (rules over ire)

Elohim 51; "BEKA HA-ARETZ ANASHIM" (reveals the greatest of Nature's Secrets, notably the 

Philosopher's Stone and the Universal Physic)

Malaeim 46; "TOU OUN" (reveals the greatest secrets of Nature)

Malaeim 45; "YOD VAV HEH" (bears life and health in all that breathe & infuences the principal 

agents of Nature)

Seraph 37; "EMET SUR" (reveals the secrets of nature)

Aralim 23; "ANASHIM" (rules water, all products of the earth)

Aralim 22; "KAPU" (protects against tempests)

Auphan 16; "ANIMASTICUM" (infuences ire)

Auphan 12; "SHEMESH" (rules over depths)

Hayyot 07; "VAV" (reveals the secrets of nature)

PROTECTION (AGAINST MAGIC)

Kerub 71; "IESOUS YESHUA EM NISSI" (protects in mysterious operatons)

Kerub 65; "ELOHIM KIM ELOHA ECHAD" (serves against sorcery)

Aralim 21; "ACHIM" (serves against charms)

________________________________________________________________________

WEALTH

BOOKS

BenEloh 64; "SHADDAI O THEOS" (rules over authors; infuences printng, booeshops, & all those

who engage in this type of business)

BenEloh 59; "ASHER EHIYEH" (rules over archives, libraries; infuences printng, the booe trade, 

& all those involved in this business)

Seraph 40; "KAPU INON" (rules over printng, libraries; infuences men of leters)

EMPLOYMENT & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

BenEloh 63; "HA" (rules over commerce, baneers, businessmen, & cleres)

BenEloh 58; "ELOHIM TZEVAOT" (rules over those involved in commerce)

Elohim 54; "QAL BETH" (protects all those who wish to remain in their employ)

Seraph 36; "MALKUTH" (invoeed to retain one's employment, & to preserve the means of 

existence which one enjoys)

Aralim 22; "KAPU" (rules over commerce)

Hayyot 07; "VAV" (infuences the propagaton of industry)

FARMING

Kerub 68; "PARAKLETOS" (rules agriculture)

Kerub 66; "RACHEL BISH ALAM" (rules over vegetaton)

Malaeim 45; "YOD VAV HEH" (rules over vegetaton)

Hashmal 31; "KETHER" (rules over vegetaton & agriculture)

Hayyot 08; "ELOHIM TZIDKENU" (rules over all agricultural producton, principally those which 

are necessary to the existence of men & animals)



ITEM RECOVERY

Kerub 69; "MASHAL ELI" (serves to ind lost or hidden objects)

PROSPERITY & INHERITANCE

Kerub 69; "MASHAL ELI" (rules fortune and succession)

BenEloh 59; "ASHER EHIYEH" (rules over treasures, public funds, and all rare & precious closets)

BenEloh 57; "ELOHA" (serves to bring prosperity in all things)

Elohim 54; "QAL BETH" (watches over all legitmate dynastes & over the stability of empires)

Malaeim 46; "TOU OUN" (discovers hidden treasures)

Malaeim 43; "HACCHEREMATUS" (infuences the prosperity of empires)

Seraph 35; "TZEL" (rules over testaments, successions, and all amiable distributons)

Auphan 14; "EL AB EL BEN ET VERUACH HAKODESH EL" (against those who seee to usurp 

another's fortune)

________________________________________________________________________


